Factors associated with the effect of pramipexole on symptoms of idiopathic REM sleep behavior disorder.
The clinical effectiveness of pramipexole (PPX), a candidate treatment for idiopathic rapid eye movement sleep behavior disorder (iRBD), varies among individuals. This study investigates factors associated with PPX effectiveness for treating RBD symptoms. Ninety-eight consecutive patients with RBD who had taken PPX or clonazepam (CNZP) for more than three months were enrolled. Factors associated with PPX effectiveness were examined: the ratio of REM sleep without atonia to total REM sleep (RWA/REM), length of RBD morbidity, frequency of vocalization or abnormal behavior, and Sniffin' Stick Test scores. These factors were also compared among the responders to PPX monotherapy, CNZP monotherapy, and PPX + CNZP combined therapy. PPX was efficacious in 61.7% (50/81) of the subject patients. RWA/REM was associated with PPX effectiveness. The cut-off rate of RWA/REM for predicting PPX effectiveness was estimated as 16.8%. Responders to PPX + CNZP combined therapy showed significantly higher RWA/REM and frequency of vocalization or dream enactment behavior than either responders to monotherapy with PPX or to CNZP. PPX is probably applicable as an alternative to CNZP, especially for mild iRBD cases with a lower rate of RWA. Results of this study suggest that dopaminergic dysfunction can play a role in iRBD pathophysiology.